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Magpeye ATEX Zone 2 Meter Readers

The Magpeye range offers the facility to
obtain pulse readings from existing gas
meters without the necessity of installing
a new meter and chatterbox interface
saving the expense and inconvenience of
disruption to the supply.
Magpeye achieves this by optically or
magnetically sensing the rotation of the
dial or internal magnet (if fitted). There are
two versions of sensing head available to
cater for most meter types in current use.

features:
Retrofits to most commonly used gas meters
including U6, U16 & U40
Easy to fit kit supplied
Optical and magnetic head options
Pulse output suitable for data loggers and BMS
digital inputs
Compatible with the e-Tracker energy monitor
Optical isolation barrier

Sensing Head
There are two variants of sensor available in the range.

1. Opto Head. This uses a specially designed pulsed laser
colour detector to recognise the presence of a red needle.
Operation with non red colours is not satisfactory.

2. Ferro Head. This uses a specially designed magnetic
detector that recognises the presence of the internally
mounted magnet in the register mechanism in a range of
gas meters

Control Base
This houses the control electronics, battery, pulse indicator
and output lead.
The battery is a 4v. non-rechargeable unit which is designed
to provide up to ten years of non interrupted service.
The output lead offers a solid state bounce free and volt free
contact closure suitable for direct connection to BMS digital
inputs at out stations or to pulse inputs at data loggers. This
lead is polarised; + red, - black, the connected voltage must
not exceed 24vdc.

Magpeye ATeX Zone 2 Meter readers

Magpeye Operational Specification
AccurAcy

Typically 99% Depending on correct installation
and free from disturbances.

cliMATic

Operating Temp. -10 to +50 deg C. .95% RH

DiMensions

Control Base 65mm(W) x 82mm(H) (including
flange)x 30mm(D)

BATTery life

Up to 10 years at an average pulse rate 3/min
Pulse Duration: 100m/sec

Pulse DurATion

100m/sec

WeighT

0.31kg

sTAnDArDs

ATEX Zone 2 Product Directive 94/9/EC

